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The Human Side of Innovation
The Power of People in Love with People
Mauro Porcini
On Sale Date: 10/18/2022
Page Count: 192

PepsiCo’s award-winning chief design officer reveals the secret
to creating life-changing innovations: putting human needs at
the center of any design process.
In every industry, new technologies have lowered the barrier to entry like never
before. Either you design exceptional products, or somebody will beat you to it.
And Mauro Porcini, PepsiCo’s first ever chief design officer, says the key to real,
world-changing innovation is to put people first. Putting people first requires
what Porcini calls unicorns: people who are in love with people and who
have a genuine fire in them to create meaningful solutions for actual human
beings. In this book, he describes them, celebrates them, and details their
superpowers so you can find them, hire them, grow them, and retain them.
Some have qualities you might expect—the ability to dream and an attention
COVER NOT FINAL
to detail—but when was the last time you heard an executive ask prospective
hires if they were kind or humble?
Porcini uses his journey across startups and multinational corporations, through successes and failures, to create a handbook for modern innovators. This book is written by a celebrated designer, high-level corporate executive and a decent human
being.
GROUNDBREAKING AUTHOR:in 2021 Mauro Porcini became PepsiCo’s first Chief Design Officer, and prior to that was
3M’s first Chief Design Officer—in both cases, positions he created, or designed, himself.
NEW TAKE ON AN EVERGREEN TOPIC:Innovation is a constant need for every organization, but Porcini is the first to
emphasize a commitment to serving people as the critical quality for truly superlative design.
UNIQUE VOICE:Born in Italy, but a longtime resident of New York City and an executive with a U.S. multinational, Porcini combines a Mediterranean warmth and passion with what he calls an “Anglo-Saxon” rigor and strategic sense.
WIDE AUDIENCE:While early adopters will be design professionals and executives seeking to create better products and
services, Porcini’s focus on the particular qualities of innovators—his “unicorns”—make this a book that will appeal to anyone interested in a more creative and fulfilling professional or personal life.
HUGE PLATFORM:Porcini spoke 34 times in 2021, to worldwide audiences ranging from 100 to 150,000; has 54K+
LinkedIn followers and 34K+ Instagram followers; hosts a podcast called In Your Shoes; is a judge and presenter on the
TV show America by Design; and has appeared in Forbes, Fortune, Fast Company, Vogue, NBC News, and many other
media outlets.

MAURO PORCINI is senior vice president and chief design officer (the first ever) at PepsiCo. In the past eight years, he
and his design team have won more than 1,100 design and innovation awards, and in 2018 PepsiCo was recognized by
Fortune in its Driven by Design list. He was previously 3M’s first chief design officer. Porcini has been recognized with several personal awards, including Fortune’s 40 under 40, GQ Italia’s 30 Best Dressed Men, and Fast Company’s 50 Most
Influential Designers in the United States. In 2018 Porcini was awarded with a knighthood (cavaliere) by the president of
the Italian Republic. • Residence: New York City, NY Hometown: Varese, Italy
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DESIGN & CREATIVITY – SELF-HELP – PROBLEM SOLVING

The New Art of Ideas
Unlock Your Creative Potential
Robin Landa
On Sale Date: 11/8/2022
Page Count: 192

In a world with a surplus of ideas, what separates a good idea
from a bad one? Learn how to cultivate a mindset that produces
the kind of ideas people just can’t turn down.
Most professionals cannot generate a solid idea. They either offer up tired
or re-traded ones, or they generate lots of ideas, but none that are worth
pursuing.
A great idea presents a well-formulated thought or plan of action that spurs
growth, change, advancement, adaptation, or new insight. Worthwhile ideas
move the needle; they change the playing field altogether.
The New Art of Ideas is designed to help readers consistently produce worthwhile ideas by becoming nimble and imaginative thinkers better equipped to
compete and produce in a global economy. Robin Landa identifies the Three Gs
of every good idea:
• Goal—your vision for the end
• Gap—the underdeveloped area that your idea fills
• Gain—the overall benefits of your goal
With explanations and examples of each component, this book demystifies the process of effective ideation and hands
you the key to unlock your creative potential.
POWERHOUSE AUTHOR:Landa is one of the most successful design textbook authors of this generation. She has written 23 books that generate millions in revenue, and she has worked at numerous professional and academic organizations
in her years of educating.
CLEAR DEMAND:Professors that use Landa’s other textbooks in courses on creativity consistently ask for trade books
over textbooks since there are very few on idea generation in the last 5 years—this book will fill a clear gap in the market.
WIDESPREAD AUDIENCE:Readers of this book will include professionals in business and academia, graduate design
departments, faculty, and university students, art directors, graphic designers, and more!
INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE:Unlike similar titles, The New Art of Ideas is an interactive book with creative collaborative
tools, an extensive toolkit, and an assessment tool and rubric.
WIDELY APPLICABLE SUBJECT MATTER:Catering to the creative fields, this book has the potential to reach hundreds
of thousands—if not millions of people trying to stand out in highly congested and competitive fields.

ROBIN LANDA is a Distinguished Professor of Design at Kean University, and she is also one of the top authors of textbooks on graphic design and creative design. Robin has won numerous awards from organizations such as the National
Society of Arts and Letters, the National League of Pen Women, and Human Rights Educator USA, and The Carnegie Foundation counts her among the “Great Teachers of Our Time.” Robin is a chair of Design Incubation, an advocacy organization dedicated to communication design research. She has written twenty-three books, including, Nimble, Advertising by
Design, and Designing Brand Experiences. • Residence: New York City, NY
HOLLY TAYLOR is a freelance designer, junior art director, and actress. She received her BFA from Kean University, and
she can be seen in The Americans and NBC’s Manifest. • Residence: New York City, NY
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The Frictionless Organization
Deliver Great Customer Experiences with
Less Effort
Bill Price and David Jaffe
On Sale Date: 6/7/2022
Page Count: 288

In this book, readers will learn how to create such a seamless
customer experience that their customers will have no need
to contact them, reducing costs and increasing satisfaction.
Authors Bill Price and David Jaffe show why less customer
service is better customer service.
Many organizations focus so intently on improving the way customers interact
with them that they don’t ask the more fundamental question of whether the
interactions are needed in the first place. Every contact channel adds cost and
complexity. And while customers appreciate that they can now call, chat, text,
or email to check an order or resolve a problem, they appreciate not having to
do anything even more.
Veteran customer service experts Bill Price and David Jaffe explain how service, support, and sales can be made invisible, reducing costs and providing a better customer experience. Drawing on examples from four continents and over twentyfive countries, they provide a logical and sequential methodology that every reader can follow.
Reducing contact with customers means proactively focusing on the customer perspective, which is always a good idea.
This means organizations need to rethink all aspects of their business, from product and services design to quality and control. It is a whole enterprise initiative, but one with a huge upside.
EXPERT AUTHORS:Bill Price was Amazon’s first Global VP of Customer Service, and David Jaffe is the founder of Limebridge, an international alliance of companies specializing in the customer experience.
TIMELY AND RELEVANT:Customer demand for fast, frictionless experiences is only going to increase—this book helps
organizations keep up and keep their customers.
DESPERATELY NEEDED:In a 2020 survey, 55% of respondents reported contacting customer service in the past
month—minimizing the need for those interactions would save a huge amount of time and money.
CUTTING-EDGE ADVICE:As customer service technologies proliferate, companies need a guide to the most effective use
of them, to avoid wasting their money and their customer’s time.
PRACTICAL, HOW-TO ADVICE:Price and Jaffee have written previously about why organizations should try to reduce
customer interactions—this book details exactly how it’s done.

BILL PRICE is the founder and president of Driva Solutions and is an analytics and customer experience expert with
more than thirty-five years of experience directing major operations and consulting to more than 150 leading companies.
He has held senior positions at McKinsey and Amazon, where he was its first global vice president of customer service. He
has given 232 keynote addresses at industry conferences over two decades. • Residence: Bellevue, Washington
DAVID JAFFE is the founder and co-owner of LimeBridge Australia, which specializes in improving the customer experience and operations in large companies. In 2004, Jaffe founded the Chief Customer Officer Forum in Australia, which has
a membership of thirty-five leading companies. He has held senior positions at Accenture and Kearney and sang professionally for many years with the Melbourne Symphony Chorus. • Residence: Tylden Victoria Australia
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Reputation Capital
How to Navigate Crises and Protect your
Greatest Asset
T.J. Winick
On Sale Date: 9/20/2022
Page Count: 240

A longtime ABC news reporter shows how, rather than try to
deny, you can craft an honest and authentic response to any
scandal and ultimately bolster your brand.
In twenty years as a TV reporter, T.J. Winick covered many scandals, including the British Petroleum oil spill, the Pennsylvania State Football scandal, the
Catholic priest molestation scandal, and the Toyota recall of 2009–2010.
The biggest mistake he’s seen organizations make is to try to “make it go
away”: refuse to apologize, decline to comment, go on the attack—anything to
deflect attention.
Instead, Winick argues for transparency, honesty, authenticity, and empathy.
Handled correctly, the way you address an egregious violation of your standards can increase your reputation capital—it can
remind people of what those standards are, and how strongly you believe in them.
Drawing on his intimate insider knowledge of how the media works, Winick addresses every aspect of how to respond to
a scandal. He includes the Ten Crisis Commandments—universal dos and don’ts. And he gives practical advice on who you
should talk to, and when, and who should do the talking; how to form a crisis communication team; what tone you should
strike in your messaging; how to work with the media; and much more.
UNIQUE MEDIA INSIDER PERSPECTIVE:From decades of experience, Winick has an intimate understanding of how
journalists think and work—crucial information when managing a crisis.
REFRESHING TAKE:Rather than becoming defensive or going silent, Winick recommends managing crises with honesty,
humility, authenticity, and accountability.
TIMELY ADVICE:Addresses how #MeToo, COVID and the racial justice movement have created new kinds of crises and
how to best respond to them.
UNIVERSAL GUIDE:This book will help communications professionals and upper-level managers in any industry—there
are nonprofit, for-profit, educational and government examples in the book.
IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS:In addition to numerous examples, there are two chapters that offer a day-by-day analysis of the
response to recent well-known reputational crises.

T.J. WINICK is Senior Vice President at Solomon McCown and Cence (SM&C), an award-winning public relations & digital marketing agency headquartered in Boston. Prior to Solomon McCown & Cence, T.J. was a correspondent and anchor
for ABC News, during which he reported across platforms, including NewsOne, Nightline, World News and Good Morning
America. He also worked as reporter in local news for ten years in such major markets as Pittsburgh and Boston. His writing on crisis communications has appeared in several industry trades including PR Week U.S., PR News, O’Dwyer’s and
Bulldog Reporter. • Residence: Andover, MA
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A Complaint is a Gift
3rd Edition

How to Learn from Critical Feedback and
Recover Customer Loyalty
Janelle Barlow
On Sale Date: 11/8/2022
Page Count: 192

The third edition of this bestseller (over 275,000 copies sold)
builds on the tested formula that helps organizations recognize
the value of complaints using updated examples and concepts
in the age of COVID-19.
The first edition of A Complaint Is a Gift introduced the revolutionary notion
that customer complaints are not annoyances to be dodged, denied, or buried
but are instead valuable pieces of feedback—not to mention your best bargain
COVER NOT FINAL
in market research. Complaints provide a feedback mechanism that can help
organizations rapidly and inexpensively strengthen products, service style, and
market focus. Most importantly, complaints that are well received create customer loyalty.
This new edition condenses the tried and true eight-step formula into a tighter, more efficient three-step formula. From
her work with clients, the author has updated industry-specific complaint examples and added in new concepts, such as a
process that enables employees to handle complaints with increased emotional resilience—something that is sorely needed
since dealing with increasingly difficult customers is a common occurrence in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Handling complaints doesn’t have to be a negative, soul-crushing experience. Janelle Barlow gives the right tools to treat
each of them as a source of innovative ideas that can transform your business.
BESTSELLING TRACK RECORD:This is the third edition of a bestselling book that has sold over 275,000 copies worldwide across two editions!
SPEAKS TO AUDIENCE IN DIRE NEED:People are treating customer service representatives with increasingly erratic
and even violent behavior in the stress of recent years. Tools for handling these challenges are deeply needed.
EXPANDED FOCUS:The third edition will expand the methodology to include feedback training for manager-employee
relationships as well as customer service roles.
ROBUST AUTHOR PLATFORM:Barlow is a frequent keynote speaker through the National Speakers Association and
CSuite, has a long list of loyal high-profile clients, and has been featured in Forbes.com, Fast Company, and CEOworld.
PROVEN RESULTS:One major US internet provider implemented Barlow’s methodology and reported that customer satisfaction ratio increased to 95%, customer retention rate went from 16% to 33%, and employee retention went up.

JANELLE BARLOW is president and owner of All Out Performance and has decades of experience as a consultant,

executive coach, speaker, and author. Her past clients include World Bank Group, HP, and DHL. She served as President
for the Global Speakers Federation and NSA Chapters in both Northern California and New Mexico, and she is a partner
with the multinational training and consulting group, MoveMinds Global. Barlow’s numerous awards include the Legend
of the Speaking Industry, C.S.P. from the National Speakers Association and Consultant of the Year from both TMI International and TACK International. She is the bestselling author of A Complaint is a Gift (over 275,000 copies sold). • Residence: Albuquerque, NM
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KNOWLEDGE CAPITAL

A Complaint Is a Gift Workbook
101 Activities, Exercises, and Tools to Learn
from Critical Feedback and Recover Customer
Loyalty
Janelle Barlow and Victoria Holtz
On Sale Date: 11/8/2022
Page Count: 192

Based on the bestselling A Complaint is a Gift (over 275,000
copies sold), this accompanying workbook offers actionable tools
that help individuals and organizations transform even the most
extreme complaints into gifts that drive their business forward.
A Complaint Is a Gift introduced the revolutionary notion that customer complaints are not annoyances to be dodged, denied, or buried but are instead
valuable pieces of feedback—not to mention your best bargain in market
COVER NOT FINAL
research. Complaints provide a feedback mechanism that can help organizations rapidly and inexpensively strengthen products, service style, and market
focus. Most importantly, complaints that are well-received create customer loyalty.
Built to be interactive and immersive, the workbook teaches a set of practices, approaches, and tools that anyone can
use to navigate fraught customer-facing interactions. It allows readers to practice Janelle Barlow’s new, more efficient 3-step
formula and enables employees to handle complaints with increased emotional resilience rather than taking them as personal attacks.
A Complaint Is a Gift Workbook is packed with the necessary tools to view and treat complaints as a source of innovative ideas that can transform your business.
BESTSELLING TRACK RECORD:The first two editions of this bestselling book have sold over 275,000 copies
worldwide!
SPEAKS TO AUDIENCE IN DIRE NEED:People are treating customer service representatives with increasingly erratic
and even violent behavior in the stress of recent years. Tools for handling these challenges are deeply needed.
EXPANDED FOCUS:This workbook accompanies the expanded third edition that expands the methodology to include
feedback training for manager-employee relationships as well as customer service roles.
ROBUST AUTHOR PLATFORM:Barlow is a frequent keynote speaker through the National Speakers Association and
CSuite, has a long list of loyal high-profile clients, and has been featured in Forbes.com, Fast Company, and CEOworld.
PROVEN RESULTS:One major US internet provider implemented Barlow’s methodology and reported that customer satisfaction ratio increased to 95%, customer retention rate went from 16% to 33%, and employee retention went up.

JANELLE BARLOW is president and owner of All Out Performance and has decades of experience as a consultant,
executive coach, speaker, and author. Her past clients include World Bank Group, hp, and DHL. She served as President
for the Global Speakers Federation and NSA Chapters in both Northern California and New Mexico, and she is a partner
with the multinational training and consulting group, MoveMinds Global. Barlow’s numerous awards include the Legend
of the Speaking Industry, C.S.P. from the National Speakers Association and Consultant of the Year from both TMI International and TACK International. She is the bestselling author of A Complaint is a Gift (over 275,000 copies sold). • Residence: Albuquerque, NM
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Selling from Your Comfort Zone
The Power of Alignment Marketing
Stacey Hall
On Sale Date: 7/12/2022
Page Count: 192

Stacey Hall destroys the myth that salespeople must get out of
their comfort zone to make a stellar sale by sharing a simple
formula for a personalized approach to building collaboration
and connection.
As a salesperson, do you ever feel like you “sell out” on yourself and the products you represent because you are thrust far out of your comfort zone? Do
uncomfortable risks produce anxiety for you and affect your self-esteem and
confidence?
Studies reveal that while men generally rely on improving and driving outcomes to close sales, women tend to emphasize building connections, shaping
solutions, and collaborating. Stacey Hall’s alignment marketing formula combines
both skillsets in an easy-to-follow process for gently expanding your comfort zone
so they can stay flexible and resilient in the face of problems and objections that
all salespeople encounter along the way.
Selling from Your Comfort Zone shifts away from “pushy” and “spammy” sales tactics and facilitates the gradual growth
of your comfort zone by helping you find alignment with your calling, personality traits, and core values.
Reading group discussion guide available in book.
EXPERIENCED AUTHOR:Stacey Hall is the author of three previous bestselling books on sales success (Attracting Perfect Customers has sold 55K+ copies).
CRITICAL NEED:With the slew of changes made to every aspect of business by COVID-19, namely the prevalence of
remote work and more women salespeople, new and timely sales training books are now more in demand.
PROVEN RESULTS:Across the board, recent studies show that successful sales training is linked to employee satisfaction, motivation, retention, and company culture. Stacey’s philosophy honors each employees’ unique needs and comfort
zone.
UNIQUE APPROACH:This book focuses on the specific needs of individual salespeople, especially women, since most
books preach solely aggressive sales tactics.
ROBUST AUDIENCE:This book will appeal to corporate salespeople, marketing directors and managers, sales consultants, direct sellers, and human resources professionals alike.

STACEY HALL is the founder of the Success with Stacey Hall company as well as the groundbreaking social media marketing training program “Go For YES,” which has helped thousands of entrepreneurs attract more sales, customer and
employee satisfaction, and success. Stacey is an acclaimed international speaker who gained recognition for her Tedx talk
that aimed to help women entrepreneurs attract their ideal audience, solve problems, and leave a positive legacy. She is
also the bestselling author of three global bestselling books: Attracting Perfect Customers, Chi-To-Be, and The Power of
YES. • Residence: Las Vegas, Nevada
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SELF-HELP — MOTIVATIONAL AND INSPIRATIONAL
WORKPLACE CULTURE

Change Your Questions,
Change Your Life
4th Edition

12 Powerful Tools for Leadership, Coaching,
and Choice
Marilee G. Adams, Ph.D.
On Sale Date: 8/23/2022
Page Count: 240

How can questions lead to the biggest breakthroughs and
successes? In the latest edition of the bestselling classic,
Marilee Adams shares, that great results begin with great
questions.
When we’re looking for answers, we often forget to take the time to ask the
right questions. But, as Marilee Adams shows, intentionally using questions
helps us make wiser choices, find solutions, and transform our personal and
professional lives.
Change Your Questions, Change Your Life is an international bestseller with over 400,000 copies sold. The new edition
has been revised and updated throughout with new anecdotes, updates to the story, and fresh material on mindset, culture,
change, and inquiring leadership. In addition, there will be a brand-new chapter that incorporates neuroscience, explaining
why our brains can stay stuck in Judger mindsets and how we can switch to Learner mindsets.
Drawing on decades of research and experience as a coach and consultant, Adams uses a highly interesting and entertaining fable that illustrates how to recognize and reframe undermining questions to ones that open us to learning, connection, and success.
BESTSELLING BOOK:In its 4th edition, this established classic has sold over 400,000 copies and has been translated
into 22 languages and continues to be a critical text for companies and government training programs.
CRITICAL NEW MATERIAL:Building on the concepts included in the previous editions, the 4th edition incorporates new
research on neuroscience.
POWERHOUSE AUTHOR:Marilee Adams, and her training company, The Inquiry Institute, are a touchstone in the field
of corporate training and development—she has worked with organizations like Booz Allan, DHL, Johnson & Johnson,
Lockheed Martin, NASA
ROBUST AUDIENCE:This new edition helps leaders, coaches, and mentors in their professional lives, along with appealing to readers who are interested in personal growth.
ACCOMPANYING WORKBOOK:This new workbook will be a standalone book that complements the main book. It will
present the reader with the opportunity to work through a process of changing their questions to change their life around
one challenge and will include a self-assessment as well as an interactive Choice Map

MARILEE ADAMS is president and CEO of the Inquiry Institute and the originator of the Question Thinking methodologies. She is an adjunct professor of leadership at American University’s School of Public Affairs and presents the Question
Thinking system in a wide variety of organizational, educational, healthcare, and public settings. • Residence: Lambertville, New Jersey
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Change Your Questions,
Change Your Life Workbook
Master Your Mindset Using Question Thinking
Marilee G. Adams, Ph.D.
with Andrea F. Lipton
On Sale Date: 8/23/2022
Page Count: 128

Based on the bestseller Change Your Questions, Change Your
Life, this workbook is a practical guide that helps readers
immediately implement the Question Thinking method.
In the bestselling classic Change Your Questions, Change Your Life,
Marilee Adams introduces the Question Thinking method, which uses
questions to help people make wiser choices, find solutions, and transform
their lives. This standalone workbook puts the ideas of the original book
into action and makes them easy to implement.
Along with summarizing the concepts in Change Your Questions, Change Your Life, the workbook includes plenty of tools,
warm-up exercises, and learning scenarios that help readers apply Question Thinking in their personal and professional lives.
Readers will learn how to use the Choice Map, identify, and switch from a Judger to Learner mindset, and facilitate effective
meetings and conversations. Thoroughly engaging, the book has a strong narrative voice that makes the reader feel a deep
connection to the author and is designed to deliver tangible benefits.
COMPANION TO A BESTSELLING BOOK:Launching simultaneously with a new 4th edition of Change Your Questions,
Change Your Life, a book that has sold over 400,000 copies across all editions and languages, a classic of the field.
PRACTICAL TOOLS:The flagship book is a business fable, and this workbook will give readers and fans of Change Your
Questions, Change Your Life concrete tools to use to put the lessons from the book into action.
AUTHOR PLATFORM:Marilee Adams is the founder of The Inquiry Institute, a landmark training company that will be
putting the full force of its connections and marketing behind the launch of the 4th edition and the workbook
MULTIPURPOSE GUIDE:While complementary to the original Change Your Questions, Change Your Life, this workbook
can serve as a standalone guide.
EASY AND ENGAGING:The workbook is accessible and intentionally designed to help readers enjoy the reading experience and have plenty of insights along the way.

MARILEE ADAMS is president and CEO of the Inquiry Institute and the originator of the Question Thinking methodolo-

gies. She is an adjunct professor of leadership at American University’s School of Public Affairs and presents the Question
Thinking system in a wide variety of organizational, educational, healthcare, and public settings. • Residence: Lambertville, New Jersey
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SELF-HELP — MOTIVATIONAL AND INSPIRATIONAL —
BIOGRAPHY AND AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Living a Committed Life
Finding Freedom and Fulfillment in a Purpose
Larger Than Yourself
Bestselling author of The Soul of Money

Lynne Twist
On Sale Date: 10/18/2022
Page Count: 240

What would your life be like if you committed to something
larger than yourself? Find out in the newest book from global
transformation thought leader Lynne Twist.
How does one person make a difference in the world? People constantly seek
to discover meaning in their lives, but as humans take on the challenges facing
us in this decade and beyond, we’re searching for it now more than ever.
Living a Committed Life demonstrates the power of dedication that goes
beyond
the self and teaches how to live a committed life that enables you to draw
COVER NOT FINAL
on resources and capacities from your most authentic self. In five parts, Lynne
Twist shows how to make and keep commitments, engage in individual and collective action, and discover ways to connect and collaborate to make a difference.
By sharing stories and perspectives from her life, Twist reveals her unique experience as a thought leader and activist in
multiple causes, from ending world hunger and protecting the Amazon rainforest to empowering women’s leadership. The
book presents the guiding principles that have enabled her own success and that turn inspiration into action for everyone.
BESTSELLING TRACK RECORD:Lynne’s previous book, The Soul of Money, has sold over 200,000 copies worldwide
and has been translated into nine different languages.
URGENT MESSAGE:In these chaotic and uncertain times, people are searching for the guidance that Twist has to offer
on the power that individuals possess to make a difference and lead meaningful, purposeful lives.
MARKETING POWERHOUSE:Twist is the cofounder of the Pachamama Alliance and founder of The Soul Money Institute, two enormous and famed organizations that will be heavily involved in marketing and pass-along sales.
HUGE AUDIENCE:Lynne has earned a powerful reputation amongst luminaries like Deepak Chopra, Oprah Winfrey, Marianne Williamson, Brene Brown, Van Jones, and Jane Goodall, and her audience combines their readers with her own from
The Soul of Money.
USEFUL MATERIALS AND BENEFITS:The book includes easy-to-follow principles for readers to find and retain success,
and there will also be a discussion guide.

LYNNE TWIST has been a recognized global visionary committed to alleviating poverty, ending world hunger, and supporting social justice and sustainability for more than forty years. She is also the cofounder of the Pachamama Alliance
and founder of the Soul of Money Institute. Twist has worked with over 100,000 people in fifty countries in workshops,
keynote presentations, and one-on-one coaching sessions on how to fundraise with integrity, practice conscious philanthropy, and create a healthy relationship with money. She is the bestselling author of The Soul of Money, which has sold
over 200,000 copies worldwide and has been translated into nine languages. • Residence: San Francisco, CA
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Communicate with Courage
Taking Risks to Overcome the
Four Hidden Challenges
Michelle D. Gladieux
On Sale Date: 11/1/2022
Page Count: 240

Clear communication requires the courage to confront the
psychological blocks that are holding you back—learn how to
become a fearless and peerless communicator.
As a lifelong communication coach, Michelle Gladieux has discovered that
there are four sneaky psychological obstacles that can keep you from becoming
effective communicators:
• Hiding—low self-confidence fearing to expose your supposed weaknesses
• Defining—putting too much stock into your assumptions and being quick
to judge right and wrong
• Rationalizing—using “being realistic” to shield yourself from taking
chances, engaging in conflict, or other scary but potentially rewarding
behaviors
• Settling—stopping at “good enough” instead of pushing for something better

COVER NOT FINAL

What all these challenges have in common is they require taking risks—to reveal yourself, to question your beliefs, to
take a leap of faith, or to move out of your comfort zone. As a response, each chapter includes a Pro Move, or a best practice, and an exercise designed to help you overcome your fears and become a powerful communicator. Courageous communication requires self-knowledge, practice, and a fierce desire to continually improve; this book is like having an expert coach
along with you for every step of the journey.
FOCUSES ON UNIVERSAL ISSUES:The problems addressed in this book are for anyone and everyone who must communicate to get things done.
TIRELESS SPEAKER AND PROMOTER:Gladieux speaks and consults with various groups and teams of all sizes on
average about twelve times a month across the nation.
ESTABLISHED IN MANY INDUSTRIES:Gladieux has high-profile clients in banking, manufacturing, healthcare, media,
academic institutions, government departments, and more.
STRAIGHTFORWARD AND PRACTICAL:The author’s tone is friendly and conversational, and the book is full of practical tips and advice, making the book accessible to all.
POPULAR TOPIC:The book will appeal to readers of books like Difficult Conversations and Crucial Conversations, and
the focus on risk and courage as essential elements of effective communication is unique.

MICHELLE GLADIEUX is president of Gladieux Consulting. She has taught at both the undergraduate and graduate levels at three major universities, in addition to her consulting, speaking, and training work. Her current clients include Adidas, The American Red Cross, Best Buy, Manpower, Inc., Medtronic, United Way, YWCA, and many others. Her in-person
seminars and online webinars have sparked positive change in thousands of lives each year. Gladieux is also a keynote
speaker at national conferences. • Residence: Fort Wayne, Indiana
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Show the Value of What You Do
Measuring and Achieving Success in Any
Endeavor
Patricia Pulliam Phillips and Jack J. Phillips
On Sale Date: 9/20/2022
Page Count: 168

Prove your effectiveness to anyone—and achieve professional
success—by adapting the same ROI methodology and metrics
that leading companies use!
In an era of evidence-based inquiry, it’s important for people to be able to
measure their success. In their new book, Patricia Phillips and Jack Phillips
aim to help readers see the value of their work and then share it with others.
The Show the Value process involves connecting projects with a business
measure, collecting and analyzing data to track progress, and presenting the
results to the right audiences. Readers will learn how to keep their work relevant,
their careers on track, and their organizations healthy. The book includes extensive examples, diagnostic tools, and implementable practices that show how to
measure and improve the success of any type of project. It will also help readers avoid disappointing results by designing for the desired results.
Designed for specialists, professionals, managers, and independent contractors who want to achieve success in their
work, this book is a step-by-step guide on how to show the value of their initiatives, offering a simplified version of the ROI
Methodology.
PROVEN SALES:The authors’ previous book, Show Me the Money, has been successful, selling over 10,000 copies in
BK’s edition and many thousands more in seven foreign-language editions.
EXPERT AUTHORS:The authors developed the ROI Methodology in the 1970s. It was implemented globally in the
1990s and since then has become the most used evaluation system in the world.
BROAD APPEAL:This is a method that can be used by anyone—examples in the book include chaplains, a SWAT team,
foodbanks, and people who work from home.
ACTIONABLE MODELS:The book provides actionable accessible models for implementing the Show the Value process.
AUTHOR PLATFORM:The authors speak extensively and plan to promote the book through their institute.

PATRICIA PULLIAM PHILLIPS Ph.D. is the CEO of ROI Institute, Inc., the leading source of ROI competency building, implementation support, networking, and research. Patti helps organizations implement the ROI Methodology® in
more than 70 countries around the world. Since 1997, Patti has been a driving force in the global adoption of the ROI
Methodology and the use of measurement and evaluation to drive organization change. Her work spans private sector, public sector, nonprofit, and nongovernmental organizations. • Residence: Chelsea, AL
DR. JACK J. PHILLIPS is chairman of the ROI Institute and a world-renowned expert on accountability, measurement,
and evaluation. Jack J. Phillips provides consulting services for Fortune 500 companies and major global organizations.
The author or editor of more than 100 books, he conducts workshops and presents at conferences throughout the world.
Residence: Chelsea, AL
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Who’s in Your Room?

Second Edition, Revised & Updated
The Question That Will Change Your Life
Stewart Emery and Ivan Misner with Doug Hardy
On Sale Date: 1/3/2023
Page Count: 192

People may be out of your life, but they’re still in your head.
Learn how to control the ongoing psychological impact of all your
relationships and achieve happiness, success, and fulfillment.
Who’s in Your Room? is a metaphor and a method for understanding how our
relationships, past and present, impact our lives.
Imagine that you live your entire life in one room. Inside are all the people
with whom you have ever had a relationship. The room is infinitely large, and
anyone you let in will be in your room for the rest of your life. Neurologists report
that as far as your brain is concerned, the metaphor is real—memories and emotions continue to influence you, for better or worse, long after their external cause
has disappeared. So, who do you want in your room?
Stewart Emery, a pioneer of the human potential movement, and Ivan Misner, known as the father of modern business
networking, present a highly effective process for determining who should be in your room, where in the room they should
be (close to the door or off in a corner?), and how to shape your room to reflect your values and your life’s purpose. This tool
has unlimited usefulness for taking control of your life.
FRESH, CLEVER CONCEPT:Our relationships are our lives—this book makes this point using a concept that is easy to
grasp and powerful in its implications.
EXPANDED EDITION OF A SELF-PUBLISHED SUCCESS:The self-published edition sold over 10,000 copies—this new
edition is nearly twice as long, with greater coverage of career-related issues, mindset, and positive growth.
DYNAMIC DUO:Ivan Misner is a New York Times and Wall Street Journal bestselling author with a major social media
following, a podcast, and access to a mailing list of nearly 300,000 names. Stewart Emery is one of the seminal figures in
the human potential movement.
BROAD AUDIENCE:Self-help books like Atomic Habits are perennially popular, and this book features a brilliantly simple
central metaphor that people instantly connect with.
MAJOR PUBLICITY OUTREACH:The authors are hiring the NGNG group, who have worked on over 50 New York Times
bestsellers, to promote the book.

STEWART EMERY was cofounder and president of Belvedere Consultants, a boutique consulting firm located in the San
Francisco Bay Area. He is coauthor of the bestsellers Success Built to Last and Do You Matter? A former creative director
at J Walter Thompson, he was behind the iconic MasterCard “Priceless” campaign. • Residence: Tiburon, CA
DR. IVAN MISNER is the founder and chief visionary officer of BNI, the world’s largest business networking organization. Founded in 1985, the organization now has over 10,000 chapters throughout every populated continent of the world,
with 280,000 members. He has written or cowritten twenty-six books, including the bestsellers Masters of Sales, Masters
of Success, and Networking Like a Pro. • Residence: Pittsburgh, PA
DOUG HARDY is principle of the Content Guild, which creates thought leadership programs for corporate, educational,

and private clients. • Residence: Concord, MA
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I Wish I’d Known This
6 Career-Accelerating Secrets for
Women Leaders
Brenda Wensil and Kathryn Heath
On Sale Date: 8/16/2022
Page Count: 216

Two executive coaches reveal the six blind spots that hobble
women’s career paths and strategies to effectively overcome them.
There are predictable blind spots that affect thousands of professional women
during their careers, but most don’t know they exist or can’t see their adverse
impacts.
Authors and executive coaches Brenda Wensil and Kathryn Heath have spent
decades coaching and working with female executives, middle managers, and
professionals across industries and age groups. From those sessions and conversations, they identified the six most critical challenges that women face in their
careers, along with how to confront them:
•
Blind spot #1: Stop drifting—Set a goal and a strategy and start driving.
•
Blind spot #2: Don’t go it alone—Get a posse.
• Blind spot #3: Don’t wing it—Practice relentlessly.
• Blind spot #4: Don’t leave reputation to chance—Install a personal GPS.
• Blind spot #5: End brand ambiguity—Get famous for something.
• Blind spot #6: Know your story—Know your limiting beliefs.
Each chapter includes stories, strategies, practical insights, and reflective questions that readers can employ to reach their
professional finish line successfully no matter where they are in their journeys.
PRICELESS ADVICE:The advice in this book is the product of over 20 years’ worth of firsthand research and experience
from two top career coaches.
STELLAR AUTHOR TRACK RECORD:Kathryn Heath’s first book, Break Your Own Rules, was a NYT bestseller, and the
authors’ executive consulting practice just rebranded to a larger audience.
NECESSARY CONTENT:After 160+ years of seeking equality, percentages of women on boards and in C-suite positions
indicate that they need targeted strategies to succeed.
STRONG TARGET MARKET:This book is for women of all ages—whether they are just starting their careers after college,
or they’ve been working for decades and are looking to level up.
ROBUST MARKETING PLAN:Authors have strong media and event connections they plan to leverage to promote the
book, such as at Bank of America, WNBA, PepsiCo, and more.

BRENDA F. WENSIL is managing director at Bravanti and specializes in designing and delivering programs and coaching for the firm’s top clients. She was previously an executive leader for First Union (now Wells Fargo), and she established
the first customer-focused strategy for the federal government as chief customer experience officer at the US Department of
Education’s Office of Federal Student Aid. • Residence: Charlotte, North Carolina
KATHRYN HEATH, PhD, is a founding partner at Bravanti, where she has served as a coach, trainer, and developer of

leadership programs for twenty years. Heath was senior vice president and director of first university at the nation’s fourth
largest bank, First Union (now Wells Fargo), where her inventive and results-focused approach won her numerous awards
in the field of learning and development. • Residence: Charlotte, North Carolina
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The Art of Conscious Conversations
Transforming How We Talk, Listen, and Interact
Chuck Wisner
On Sale Date: 10/25/2022
Page Count: 240

Ditch the negative mental habits that derail conversations and
destroy projects, and instead discover a framework for forging
authentic, enduring, productive connections.
All too often, we find our conversations stuck in cyclical patterns of unproductive behavior. We listen half-heartedly, react emotionally, and respond habitually, or what Chuck Wisner calls “sleep talking.”
The Art of Conscious Conversations explores the way we can reframe our
thoughts, emotions, reactions, and interactions so we form a connection from the
very first conversation and keep our discourse positive and productive throughout
any endeavor. Wisner identifies four universal types of conversations and offers
specific advice on maximizing the effectiveness of each:
• Storytelling—Acknowledging and investigating the stories we tell ourselves
about ourselves and others
• Collaborating—Exploring the way our stories interact with other people’s stories
• Creating—Cocreating possibilities and discovering unforeseen solutions to sticky problems
• Committing—Coordinating our actions with others to get things done
These conversations unfold sequentially: our awareness of our stories transforms our ability to listen and collaborate,
which opens our thoughts to creative possibilities, guiding us toward mindful agreements. This framework makes it possible
to identify, understand, and deactivate disruptive emotional triggers; listen with empathy to people with opposing perspectives; and forge relationships built on trust.
A FRESH TAKE ON COMMUNICATION:Wisner’s four types of conversations represent a new, easy-to-understand breakthrough framework for how to make all your conversations positive and productive.
PREVENTS DIFFICULT OR CRUCIAL SITUATIONS:Wisner shows how to make an authentic connection from the very
beginning, so you won’t have to deal with crises in the first place.
WIDE POTENTIAL AUDIENCE:Will appeal to readers in any profession where communication and collaboration are of
paramount importance, such as salespeople, lawyers, mediators, coaches, and project managers.
MAJOR ORGANIZATIONAL CONNECTIONS:Wisner works with some of the biggest organizations in the world, including Google, Apple, Tesla, Harvard Business School, General Motors, Shell, and more.
HUGE AUTHOR COMMITMENT TO MARKETING AND PUBLICITY:Wisner is already working with two different publicity firms to increase his visibility and reach and will retain them past the on-sale date.

CHUCK WISNER is president of Wisner Consulting. He is currently working with leaders and their teams at Fortune 200
companies such as Google, Rivian, Apple, Tesla, DTE Energy, and PSEG. His client list includes Harvard Business School,
the Detroit Mayor’s Office, General Motors, Shell, and Chrysler. Wisner was a senior affiliated mediator with the Harvard
Mediation Program and was among the first to be certified through the Mastering the Art of Professional Coaching program
at the Newfield Institute. He was also a specialist in organizational learning and leadership as an affiliate with MIT’s Center for Organizational Learning. • Residence: Boston, MA
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Holding the Calm
The Secret to Resolving Conflict and
Defusing Tension
Hesha Abrams
On Sale Date: 7/26/2022
Page Count: 192

In this book, readers will learn how to diffuse conflict by tapping
into tools that will help them identify personalized solutions for
every problem.
Conflict can be destructive. Thousands of years of history have shown that
human beings have always struggled to resolve disputes calmly and nonviolently. Now our society has less respect for its institutions and authority figures
than ever because most people don’t know how to lead out of a conflict stalemate. But, says Hesha Abrams, it doesn’t have to be this way.
Holding the Calm is the ultimate guide to help mediators of all kinds develop
workable, immediate conflict management skills to approach workplace issues,
lawsuits, marriage disputes, and everyday arguments. It is chock full of tools
and techniques designed to facilitate civilized discussions involving drastically opposing viewpoints. The book’s short chapters are written in an easy, accessible format to impart rich skills, anecdotes, and lessons that will arm leaders with the best
approaches to conflict.
This book teaches readers how to pick the right solution for the right situation—like when to turn lemons into lemonade
and when to reach for the tequila and salt.
Reading group discussion guide is available in the book.
HIGHLY-QUALIFIED AUTHOR:Hesha Abrams has over 30 years of high-profile mediation experience—including the
major, infamous lawsuit over Pepsi’s soda formula.
EXTENSIVE PLATFORM:Hesha Adams frequently speaks to organizations in the business, legal and mediation communities and will pursue bulk sales through her organizational connections.
UNIQUE ANGLE:The author of Holding the Calm is both a mediator and a lawyer and has seen both sides of the expertise detailed in the book.
HUGE TARGET MARKET:Millions of mediators, lawyers, negotiators, clients, and advocates will be eager to use
this book.

HESHA ABRAMS is the founder of Hesha Abrams Mediation and is an award-winning mediator who has successfully
resolved thousands of cases over the past thirty years, from simple car accidents to multibillion-dollar disputes involving titans of industry. Abrams received a JD from Florida State University College of Law and went on to become a successful trial lawyer. She is the recipient of many awards, including Corporate Counsel’s 2021 Top Rated Lawyer, and the
Martindale-Hubbell AV Rating. Abrams has spoken at the International Symposium on Negotiation and Conflict Resolution
and mediates in countries all over the world. • Residence: Dallas, Texas
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Intelligence Isn’t Enough
A Black Professional’s Guide to Thriving in
the Workplace
Carice Anderson
On Sale Date: 10/18/2022
Page Count: 288

Master the balance between working on your career and working
in it. Intelligence Isn’t Enough helps Black professionals make
strategic decisions and overcome the unspoken rules for
success.
Recounting the despair she felt as a frustrated young Black professional, Carice
Anderson knows that many Black professionals are relying on their education
alone to break into the workplace. In this book, she empowers young Black
professionals everywhere with the right knowledge by exposing them to advice
and little-known principles of career success from her interviews with thirty
successful Black leaders.
Intelligence Isn’t Enough is divided into six chapters that guide readers through what Anderson calls the six “major corporate muscles”:
• IQ

• Mental attitude

• People matters

• Cultural intelligence

• Personal branding

• Communication

This book includes personal stories, quotes, lessons learned, and advice from both the author and Black leaders who
have worked in some of the finest institutions across North America, Africa, and Europe. Readers will learn tips and tools to
strategically chart their career paths and advance in the workplace for lifelong success.
EXPERIENCED AUTHOR:Builds on the author’s two decades of experience mentoring Black professionals at top companies like BlackRock, McKinsey, and Korn Ferry.
INTERNATIONAL IMPLICATIONS:Research includes interviews with thirty successful Black executives in North America, Africa, and Europe.
UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE:Posits that only 30% of career success is intelligence and education, showing how hidden and
unspoken rules elude young black grads.
HUNGRY AUDIENCE:This book is targeted at the thousands of mid-career Black professionals who feel stuck as well as
entrepreneurs, human resources directors, and black MBAs.
HUGE PLATFORM:The author has seemingly endless connections and speaking engagements, including with J.P. Morgan, Discovery, Bloomberg, Amazon, Exxon, Google, Columbia Women in Business, Girls Incorporated, and National Black
Law Students Association.

CARICE ANDERSON is director of people manager strategy at BlackRock, an American multinational investment man-

agement corporation. She was previously the professional development manager at McKinsey & Company, where she developed and managed a leadership development program for young Black professionals. Anderson is also the founder of Thrive
Leadership Advisory, a leadership consulting, coaching, and facilitation firm, and she has worked for top companies like
Google, Deloitte, Bain & Company, and Publicis Media. She holds an MBA from Harvard Business School and currently
does executive coaching, consulting, and facilitation for top international firms. • Residence: Johannesburg, South Africa
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Leadership Two Words at a Time
Simple Truths for Leading Complicated People
Bill Treasurer
On Sale Date: 9/27/2022
Page Count: 240

For newcomers and management alike, leadership can be
overwhelming and overcomplicated. By building core tenets of
leadership around two key words in each chapter, Bill Treasurer
simplifies the equation.
“Loaded with road-tested, practical, and concise lessons that normally take years and
years to learn.”
—David M.R. Covey, CEO of SMCOVEY

Congratulations, new leader! You’ve joined the ranks at an exceptionally complicated time.
Our current workplace climate is fraught with political divisions, economic
disparities, and ever-shifting social dynamics. Leaders are managing remote
teams across larger geographic distances and facing new roadblocks to onboarding, giving performance feedback, and nurturing healthy relationships. With only
a meager amount of leader development support and training across organizations, leaders are simply not being set up for
success.
Leadership Two Words at a Time speaks directly to the plight of new leaders. Rather than overintellectualize the practice
of leadership, Bill Treasurer breaks it up into essential and understandable nuggets of information, summed up by a two-word
header, that provide the practical guidance and support that organizations often lack. The result is time-tested wisdom that
new leaders can grasp immediately and implement easily—and, with a little practice, master completely.
This book gives you the basic building blocks to gain both competence and confidence, take on greater responsibility, and
earn the long-time trust of your organization.
SUCCESSFUL AUTHOR TRACK RECORD:Bill is an accomplished author, speaker, and consultant, with numerous allies
in leadership training, including Center for Creative Leadership, and a leader in his own right.
SIMPLE, ACCESSIBLE STRUCTURE:By building each chapter around a two-word idea (Know Thyself, Practice Humility), Bill gives struggling leaders an easy framework to recognize challenges and turn them around.
TIMELY CONTENT:This book responds to unprecedented current leadership pressures that are causing many leaders to
drop out before they can develop the necessary skills for success.
BROAD AUDIENCE:At some point in their leadership journey, most leaders look back and reflect, “I wish I had known
then what I know now.” This is the book that seasoned leaders yearned for and new leaders desperately need.
WELL-CONNECTED AUTHOR:Bill has designed leadership and succession programs for leaders of NASA, Saks Fifth
Avenue, UBS Bank, and many others. He will market his book to all past and current clients of Giant Leap Consulting.

BILL TREASURER is the Chief Encouragement Officer (CEO) at Giant Leap Consulting, a firm that specializes in leadership development, strategic planning, and team building. His clients include NASA, eBay, Lenovo, Saks Fifth Avenue,
Spanx, the US Department of Veterans Affairs, and the Pittsburgh Pirates. Treasurer has served in numerous management
roles, including as the first internal executive coach at Accenture and the captain of the US High Diving Team. He is the
author of A Leadership Kick in the Ass, Leaders Open Doors, and Courage Goes to Work. • Residence: Asheville, NC
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Office Shock
Creating Better Futures for Working and Living
Bob Johansen, Joseph Press, and Christine Bullen
On Sale Date: 1/3/2023
Page Count: 240

Leading futurist Bob Johansen and workplace architect Joseph
Press guide organizations and individuals on how to weather the
inevitable future of “office shocks.”
Most people have experienced Office Shock during the past two years, with the
pandemic disrupting where and how they work. It’s clear that we can’t go back
to the office the way it was.
This book reimagines the office and shows how we can plan for more sustainable ways of working.
Instead of just focusing on the present moment, Office Shock includes a
FutureBack perspective, which refers to thinking back from the future and allows
us to anticipate directions of change. The book starts by exploring the history of
the office and then looks to the future to navigate Office Shock. It identifies key
COVER NOT FINAL
spectrums of choices, including purpose and desired outcomes, for better office
futures, and offers FutureBack recommendations for individuals, organizations,
and policy makers. The book ends with a series of possible action steps that we can all take together.
We’re in a decisive decade, and this book offers a way forward that is based on adaptability and agility.
URGENT NEED:The recent pandemic has disrupted the workplace and, given that this is the first shock of many, we
must prepare for a more sustainable workplace.
BESTSELLING AUTHOR:Bob Johansen is a highly successful BK author. His books have sold over 120,000 copies
combined.
AUTHOR IS MARKETING POWERHOUSE:Johansen has a proven track record of driving sales of his books through his
many speaking and consulting engagements each month.
WIDE AUDIENCE:This book will be useful for leaders, policymakers, and corporate strategists, as well as anyone who
wants to clarify where and how they work
UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE:Instead of only focusing on what is feasible today, the FutureBack perspective involves thinking
back from the future to help develop clarity of direction.

BOB JOHANSEN is a distinguished fellow at the Institute for the Future in Silicon Valley. He has done forecasts for a

wide range of corporations, including Procter & Gamble, Kellogg’s, Disney, Intuit, Walmart, Syngenta, GlaxoSmithKline, and
United Rentals. He is the author or coauthor of twelve books, including Full-Spectrum Thinking, The New Leadership Literacies, Leaders Make the Future, Get There Early, and The Reciprocity Advantage. • Residence: Bainbridge Island, WA

JOSEPH PRESS joined the Institute for the Future as a Futures Advisor in 2020, following nearly 5 years of collabora-

tion with Bob Johansen. Joseph leverages his architectural, consulting, and leadership expertise when working with leaders and organizations to change existing situations into preferred futures. • Residence: Bainbridge Island, WA
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Lead without Blame
Building Resilient Learning Teams
Diane Larsen and Tricia Broderick
On Sale Date: 8/30/2022
Page Count: 192

A detailed framework for leaders to move past outdated
workplace blame and shame strategies to cultivate resilient
teams capable of facing adversity and setbacks confidently.

COVER NOT FINAL

Workplace finger-pointing stifles creativity, reduces productivity, and limits psychological safety. Although no one sets out to be judgmental, learning new
habits is hard. Two experienced leadership and agilists coaches share a roadtested leadership model that continuously embraces humility and failure as
part of the growth process to deliver results.
By facilitating blame-free retrospective meetings, leaders chart a productive
path forward. They amplify three essential motivators of purpose, autonomy, and
co-intelligence within their team. Layered on with four resilience factors: inclusive
collaboration, transparent power dynamics, collaborative learning, and embracing conflict. After applying these strategies, learning leaders will help their teams
and themselves become more resilient and better equipped to handle any unexpected and challenging tasks that comes their way.

NOT JUST FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND IT:Bridges gap for non-tech teams and brings agile retrospectives to
a wide variety of organizations
FOR THE MODERN, EMPOWERING LEADER:Challenges outdated business world views in an increasingly inclusive
and psychological safety-conscious workforce
INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE:Incorporates detailed actionable frameworks to each topic covering various relatable organizational scenarios
TRUSTED AND ACTIVE SPEAKERS:Both authors actively contribute as leaders in the agile community and speak frequently at global and virtual events

DIANA LARSEN is co-founder and a mentor at the Agile Fluency® Project. Diana co-authored the books Agile Retro-

spectives: Making Good Teams Great; Liftoff: Start and Sustain Successful Agile Teams; and Five Rules for Accelerated
Learning. For over twenty years she has worked with leaders to design work systems, improve project performance, and
support leadership and enterprise agility.• Residence: Portland, OR

TRICIA BRODERICK is a leader, motivational speaker, and organizational advisor. With over twenty years of application
experience, Tricia began this journey as a software engineer and evolved into roles such as project manager, executive, and
coach. She founded Ignite Insight & Innovation to help ignite leaders and teams towards truly achieving high performance
outcomes.• Residence: Denver, CO
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Leading with Joy
Practices for Uncertain Times
Akaya Windwood and Rajasvini Bhansali
On Sale Date: 10/4/2022
Page Count: 240

In a time of increasing disconnection and uncertainty, Leading
with Joy shows how leaders can reclaim their mission and
embrace joy in service of social transformation.
Leadership that connects people and centers compassion and trust instead of
competition and disconnection is needed more than ever before. This book promotes a joyful and courageous approach to leadership that can sustain purposeful action and social change.
Leading with Joy demonstrates how leaders can create conditions of abundance and well-being, which are necessary for long-term social transformation.
The book draws on the authors’ lived experiences as queer Black and Brown
women of color, including their encounters with oppression and their wisdom in
principled leadership.
The book takes the form of a series of vignettes about the authors’ experiences, with reflection questions at the end of
each one. Through these stories, the authors illuminate different aspects of leadership, such as humility, forgiveness, and
kindness, and invite leaders to respond to the current moment.
URGENT NEED:This title is a crucial resource for leaders who are navigating increasingly multicultural and complex organizations and movements.
HUGE PLATFORM:The authors have 30,000 contacts on their combined email lists and 20,000 social media contacts;
they will also have support from the Rockwood Leadership Institute and the Solidaire Network.
UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE:The authors use their wisdom as queer women of color to offer universal insights and leadership strategies that benefit everyone.
WIDE AUDIENCE:The authors draw from their personal experiences, as well as their work in leadership training, philanthropy, and social transformation, making this book appeal to leaders, DEI experts, HR executives, and professionals at
every level.
RESEARCH-BASED:This book is based on extensive research and lived experiences from the authors’ work with the
Rockwood Leadership Institute and the Solidaire Network.

AKAYA WINDWOOD advises, trains, and consults on how change happens individually, organizationally, and societally.
She is on the faculty for the RSF Social Finance Integrated Capital Fellowship and is the founder of the New Universal,
which centers human wisdom in the wisdom of Brown women. She was the president of Rockwood Leadership Institute
for many years and directed the Mycelium Fund. • Residence: Oakland, CA
RAJASVINI BHANSALI is executive director of Solidaire Network, a community of donor organizers mobilizing critical
resources to the front lines of social justice. In her wide-ranging career devoted to racial, economic, and climate justice,
she has previously led an international public foundation that funds grassroots organizing in Asia, Africa, and Latin America; grown a national youth development social enterprise; and managed a public telecommunications infrastructure fund
addressing the digital divide in the southern United States. • Residence: Oakland, CA
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Taming the Risk Hurricane
Preparing for Major Business Disruption
David Hillson
On Sale Date: 8/16/2022
Page Count: 144

A leading expert on risk management describes how to steer
your company through a “risk hurricane”—the extreme risk
exposure that can lead to major disruption for your business.
Risk management has become a standard part of the strategic tool kit, providing senior leaders with a forward-looking radar to scan the future and give early
warnings of approaching threats and opportunities. However, even best-in-class
organizations can falter in the face of extreme risk exposure.
Special circumstances demand special responses, and extreme risk exposure needs very careful handling. Routine risk management approaches will fall
short, but businesses that demonstrate a high degree of flexibility and resilience
will have the competitive advantage and the ability to thrive where others fail.
The causes and consequences of meteorological hurricanes have parallels in the way uncontrolled risk exposure can
develop in organizations. Both are caused largely by predictable factors, but both are characterized by sustained uncertainty and severe impact once they develop. If we can learn to predict a risk hurricane, prepare for it effectively, and survive
its effects, then our organizations will be well placed to address the challenge of extreme risk exposure, if and when we are
unfortunate enough to face it.
WORLD EXPERT ON RISK:David Hillson has been responsible for many foundational and innovative developments in
risk management and is a globally-recognized expert on risk
EXTREME RISK ON THE RISE:in a post-COVID world, conditions of extremely high risk are becoming the new normal
ACTIONABLE FRAMEWORK:a robust and reliable process that can help any company deal with extreme uncertainty
and risk

DR. DAVID HILLSON, the Risk Doctor, is an international thought leader in risk management. He has advised leaders
and organizations around the world on how to create value from risk, based on a mature approach to risk management.
He also shares his insights regularly through his speaking and writing, based on his motto “Understand deeply so you can
explain simply.” Dr. Hillson has received many awards for his groundbreaking work in risk management and has developed
significant innovations that are now widely accepted as best practice. • Residence: Petersfield, Portsmouth, England
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The Sustainability Scorecard
How to Implement and Profit from
Unexpected Solutions
Urvashi Bhatnagar and Paul Anastas
On Sale Date: 6/14/2022
Page Count: 256

Using a straightforward scorecard, this book proves that
sustainability is both economically and ecologically favorable
and guides leaders through creating and scaling their own green
supply-chain initiative.
For decades, proponents of sustainability have promised effective ways to save
resources and money, but they aren’t moving the needle. The problem is that
they haven’t convinced skeptics that powerful economic incentives will work in
their favor.
This book makes a crystal-clear economic argument for sustainable supply
chains and provides a practical scorecard for creating one that is understandable
to any executive, inside or outside of operations. In the midst of “green fatigue,” many leaders have lost sight of the business costs presented by hidden supply costs and toxic inputs in traditional supply chains. The authors show operations and
implementation-focused business leaders how to innovate their supply chains to introduce and scale unexpected, cost-saving sustainable solutions.
Through repeatable, reliable processes that address model design and key performance indicators, this is a practical guide
that leaders can rely on to make their existing systems more sustainable and more profitable.
The authors say it best: “To design a better future, you need to be a heretic today.”
EXPERT AUTHORS:Paul Anastas is the world-famous founder of the Green Chemistry Movement and has worked on sustainability initiatives with companies like Apple, Google, Tesla, and Pepsi.
WIDESPREAD CONNECTIONS:Urvashi Bhatnagar is well-known in the consulting world at EY and PwC, and she brings
a wealth of connections with her healthcare expertise.
IMPRESSIVE AUDIENCE:This book will appeal to COOs, Chief Supply Chain Officers, leaders in product development
and design, professors in environmental science and business management, and more!
ACCESSIBLE TO ALL:Provides a one-of-a-kind sustainability scorecard that companies can use to thoroughly reveal inefficiencies and lost profits.
THE NEXT STEP IN SUSTAINABILITY:This is Sustainability 3.0—moving past guilt and good motives to realize that the
only smart way to stay in business is to stay sustainable.

PAUL ANASTAS, PhD, is widely regarded as the father of the Green Chemistry movement and has written many books
on the topic. He is currently the Teresa and H. John Heinz III Professor in the Practice of Chemistry for the Environment
at the Yale School of the Environment. He has held senior positions in the US Environmental Protection Agency and is the
founding director of its Green Chemistry program. • Residence: Washington DC
URVASHI BHATNAGAR, DPT, MBA, is vice president of business development at Genpact. She advises clients in the
private and government healthcare sector on how to stay ahead of key industry trends, identify opportunities to become
more efficient, and strategically innovate how healthcare is accessed and delivered to communities. Previously she worked
for Ernst & Young and PricewaterhouseCoopers, and she has more than a decade of healthcare leadership experience. •
Residence: New Haven, CT
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KNOWLEDGE CAPITAL — FREE ENTERPRISE

Ownership
Reinventing Companies, Capitalism, and Who
Owns What
Corey Rosen and John Case
On Sale Date: 9/13/2022
Page Count: 240

Employee ownership of companies has the potential to save
jobs, revitalize communities, and close the wealth gap—this is a
practical guide by the leading authorities.
Why are wages stagnant and wealth inequality increasing? One factor has inexplicably been left out: who owns the companies that drive the economy. Ownership gives people a claim to the fruits of free enterprise. Employee ownership
gives workers—the people who really have a stake in the company—a fair
chance to benefit from their labors.
In three simple parts, Corey Rosen and John Case create a powerful argument for why employee ownership is the answer to capitalism’s crisis, and how
to implement it:
1. What’s Wrong with What We Have—explains why companies usually end up being sold off to investors and the often-horrific consequences that result for workers, communities, and the environment
2. How Can We Change Things? —shows how overlooking ownership limits attempts to reform capitalism and why employee
ownership is a realistic and practical way to save capitalism from its own excesses
3. Reinventing Capitalism for the 21st Century—describes how employee ownership has been done, is being done, and can
be expanded, with examples of companies of all sizes and sectors
AUTHORITATIVE AUTHOR:Corey Rosen is the most widely known, respected, and extensively connected expert in the
world today on employee ownership.
PROVEN SOLUTION:There are already many successful employee-owned companies—Rosen and Case show that
employee ownership is a solution that has been hiding in plain sight.
PRAGMATIC ALTERNATIVE:Employee ownership doesn’t require implementing a new economic system—it is simply a
more humane and inclusive form of capitalism.
INTERNATIONAL APPEAL:Employee ownership associations exist in the UK, Canada, Korea, the Netherlands, and
Spain, and the Chinese company Huawei is employee-owned.
FOR FANS OF PROGRESSIVE CAPITALISM:Readers of authors like Robert Reich, Joseph Stiglitz, and Rebecca
Henderson

COREY ROSEN, Ph.D., is the founder and senior staff member of the National Center for Employee Ownership He co-

authored, along with John Case and Martin Staubus, Equity: Why Employee Ownership Is Good for Business (Harvard
Business School Press, May 2005). Over the years, he has written, edited, or contributed to dozens of books, articles,
and research papers on employee ownership. He is generally regarded as the leading expert on employee ownership in the
world and serves on several ESOP company boards. • Residence: Oakland, CA

JOHN CASE is a veteran observer and analyst of the business world and a nationally known writer on business and
economics. He is author or coauthor of six books and collaborator on many others, including the international bestseller
Financial Intelligence. He has written for a variety of periodicals, including the Atlantic, the New Republic, Inc., and Harvard Business Review. • Residence: Jamestown, RI
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Invisible Trillions
How Financial Secrecy Is Imperiling Capitalism
and Democracy — and the Way to Renew Our
Broken System
Raymond Baker
On Sale Date: 1/31/2023
Page Count: 192

Our current democratic-capitalist system is close to imploding.
This is the first book that reveals the secret financial system
dominating capitalism today and shows how we can create
accountability to restore our democracy.
Over the last half century, capitalism has created the means for trillions of dollars, euros, pounds, and other stores of wealth to move invisibly—beyond the
control of central bankers, law enforcement agents, and international institutions. With an entire financial secrecy system now dominating capitalist operCOVER NOT FINAL
ations, riches move inexorably upward and accelerate economic inequality,
directly obstructing and threatening democracy.
In four parts, Invisible Trillions reveals how capitalism today functions outside the control of democracy and how we can
link the two once again. Acknowledging the corruption and complacency of our institutions, Raymond W. Baker walks readers through covert financial operations, their instigators, and their impacts. He also argues for replacing financial secrecy with
transparency via mechanisms such as mandated disclosure around corporate and financial entities and operations.
This book takes the first step toward holding our systems accountable—aft all, the very survival of the democratic-capitalist system is at stake.
FIRST OF ITS KIND:This is the only book that focuses on mechanisms of financial secrecy in the U.S. and Europe, illustrates in layman’s language how and why secrecy works, and shows what we can do to fix it.
WIDELY RECOGNIZED EXPERT AUTHOR:Raymond W. Baker founded Global Financial Integrity, is an on-the-ground
global researcher and author and taught at Harvard and Yale.
ROBUST MARKETING PLAN:The author plans to hire a publicist and will leverage over 70,000 social media contacts,
over 25,000 mailing list contacts, and a packed domestic and global speaking schedule to market the book.
WIDESPREAD AUDIENCE:This book will appeal to journalists, activists, academic audiences, policymakers, government
agencies, and professional associations.
EASILY DIGESTIBLE:This book takes the history of perhaps the most complicated system and condenses it so readers
from all backgrounds can understand it.

RAYMOND W. BAKER is the founder and president of Global Financial Integrity a research and advocacy think tank
organization working to curtail illicit financial flows. He was previously a scholar at the Brookings Institute and currently
serves on the Policy Advisory Board of Transparency International-USA, the Advisory Board of the Ethical Research Institute, and the World Economic Forum’s Meta-Council on the Illicit Economy. Baker has been featured on BBC, the CBS
Evening News, CNN, NPR, and others, and he is the author of Capitalism’s Achilles Heel. • Residence: Washington D.C.
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The Connected Community
Discovering the Health, Wealth, and Power of
Neighborhoods
Cormac Russell and John McKnight
Foreword by Parker Palmer
On Sale Date: 9/27/2022
Page Count: 192

Find out how to uncover the hidden talents, assets, and abilities
in your neighborhood and bring them together to create a vibrant
and joyful community. It takes a village!
We may be living longer, but people are more socially isolated than ever before.
As a result, we are hindered both mentally and physically, and many of us are
looking for something concrete we can do to address problems like poverty,
racism, and climate change. What if solutions could be found on your very
doorstep, or just two door knocks away?
COVER NOT FINAL
John McKnight is the co-originator of Asset-Based Community Development,
which focuses on uncovering and leveraging the hidden resources, skills, and experience in our neighborhoods. He and his
longtime collaborator Cormac Russell show how anyone can discover this untapped potential and connect with their neighbors
to create healthier, safer, greener, more prosperous, and welcoming communities. They offer a wealth of illustrative examples
from around the world that will inspire you to explore your own community and discover its hidden treasures.
You will learn to take action on what you already deeply know –– that neighborliness is not just a nice-to-have personal
characteristic, but essential to living a fruitful life and a powerful amplifier of community change and renewal.
WRITTEN BY A MAJOR THOUGHT LEADER:John McKnight originated the influential Assets-Based Community Development (ABCD) approach in 1993, which through this book he makes accessible to everyone.
TOPIC IS HOT:The isolation and lack of in-person interaction resulting from COVID-19 has caused significant mental
health issues, throwing the need for community into stark relief.
FILLS A GAP:Building Communities from the Inside Out, McKnight’s foundational ABCD text, is now out of print—this
book will replace it.
INTERNATIONAL APPEAL:Coauthor Cormac Russell is based in Ireland, and there are strong ABCD networks in the UK,
Continental Europe, Canada, Singapore, Australia, and more.
WIDE AUDIENCE:The authors’ combination of deep expertise and an informal, conversational style make this a resource
for both community development professionals and concerned neighbors.

CORMAC RUSSELL is Managing Director of Nurture Development and a faculty member and European Director of the
Asset-Based Community Development Institute at DePaul University, Chicago. He is also co-director of the new Community Renewal Centre. Cormac is a popular international keynote speaker and author. • Residence: Dublin, Ireland
JOHN MCKNIGHT is Co-Founder of the Asset Based Community Development Institute and a Senior Associate of the
Kettering Foundation. McKnight co-founded the Health & Medicine Policy Research Group with Dr. Quentin Young, cofounded The Gamaliel Foundation with Greg Galluzzo, and was a founding board member of National People’s Action led
by Gale Cincotta. • Residence: Evanston, IL
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Title
Copies sold
translations

Eat That Frog!
Leadership and Self-Deception
Confessions of an Economic Hit Man
Love ‘Em or Lose ‘Em
Goals!
The Secret
Repacking Your Bags
The Anatomy of Peace
Leadership and the New Science
Empowerment Takes More Than a Minute
A Peacock in the Land of Penguins
Full Steam Ahead!
The Five Secrets You Must Discover Before You Die
Change Your Questions, Change Your Life
Managing By Values
The 21 Success Secrets of Self-Made Millionaires
The Outward Mindset
The 100 Absolutely Unbreakable Laws of Business Success
A Complaint Is a Gift
How to Get Ideas
The Laws of Lifetime Growth
The Power of Purpose
Leadership from the Inside Out
Synchronicity
Stewardship
I Moved Your Cheese
Know Can Do!
No More Regrets
Be a Sales Superstar
The Referral of a Lifetime
Affluenza
Change Is Everybody’s Business
Flight Plan
When Corporations Rule the World
Humble Inquiry
The Hamster Revolution
Go Team!
Managers As Mentors
The Serving Leader
Trauma Stewardship
Prisoners of Our Thoughts
Getting Things Done When You Are Not in Charge
On-the-Level
Managing
Turning to One Another
Shifting Sands
Kiss That Frog!
Great Leaders Grow
Networking for People Who Hate Networking
Love It, Don’t Leave It
Help Them Grow or Watch Them Go
Managers Not MBAs
PeopleSmart
Theory U
Got Your Attention?
301 Ways to Have Fun at Work
Performance Consulting
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34
36
24
38
29
19
19
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18
24
22
21
21
24
24
19
28
22
22
16
16
5
16
7
25
16
9
22
11
9
9
24
21
17
12
13
11
3
5
21
13
6
17
10
5
27
13
14
17
7
15
15
15
9
10
6

Fifty-Seven
Bestsellers!
Berrett-Koehler books keep selling year
after year, testifying to their enduring value.
Fifty-seven of our titles have sold more than
100,000 copies (including sales of all US
and foreign editions in all formats) and two
have sold over 2 million copies.
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